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Finding the treasure buried within our brokenness
I really resonate with this Scripture. It defines and describes my
life. Maybe yours too:
We have this treasure in clay jars, so that it may be made clear
that this extraordinary power belongs to God and does not come
from us. We are afflicted in every way, but not crushed; perplexed,
but not driven to despair; persecuted, but not forsaken; struck
down, but not
destroyed; always
carrying in the body
the death of Jesus, so
that the life of Jesus
may also be made
visible in our bodies.
11 For while we live,
we are always being
given up to death for
Jesus' sake, so that
the life of Jesus may
be made visible in
our mortal flesh.
(II Corinthians 4: 7 – 1l.)

A clay jar is not something most of us would put a treasure in. Not
something we might think would symbolize being a Christian. We
might choose something gold, a Waterford crystal bowl or a fine
leather box to put our treasure in. An earthen vessel, a clay pot, is
easily broken.
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My trusty Synonym Finder says that to be broken is to be “shattered
/ smashed / crumbled /crushed/ mangled / pulverized / fragmented
/ ruptured / torn / split / cracked / damaged / destroyed / defeated
/ outdone / ruined /weakened.
Ask yourself: Have any of these words characterized any part of
your sojourn in this “vale of tears”?
But St. Paul says:
“My grace is sufficient for you, for power is made perfect in
weakness . . . I will rather boast in my weakness, in order that the
power of Christ may dwell in me. Therefore, I am content with
weaknesses, insults, hardships, persecutions and constraints for
the sake of Christ; for when I am weak and powerless, then I am
strong" II Corinthians 12:9 – 10.
This goes against every thing we learn in American society. We’re
taught it’s about earning and achieving and performing. About
power, prestige and possessions. It’s about being better than your
neighbor or your sister or brother.
And yet . . . at every moment, we are one minute away from having
our lives shattered. The people of Haiti found that out. Our worth as
human beings does not depend on power or status or wealth or having
the most tech toys.
Our worth – our treasure – is buried within our brokenness / our
fragility. Finding it is tough because we’re hooked on what’s drilled
into us.
I invite you to a new horizon – a new way of thinking about your
life and reality. Meditate on this passage: “When I am weak, I am
strong.”
The phrase is like a Zen koan – that is, a seeming meaningless
phrase -- a riddle -- that can lead us to enlightenment. To a whole new
way of looking at life. To freedom and joy.
Jesus shows us
how. On the first
Sunday of Lent each
year, we read the story
of Jesus entering the
desert, the symbolic
place selected by the
Spirit for Jesus' test, his
ordeal, his purification.
This Lent, make a list of
the “desert
experiences” you’ve
had in your own life
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that severely tested you. If we reflect on them, we can discover our
treasure buried within our own brokenness and fragility. We will
discover – or re-discover – our inner strength, our inner beauty, our
True Self.
The desert suggests confrontation with all that is impure in our
motives that keeps us from being faithful to the God of love, a
confrontation that ultimately cannot be avoided. For Jesus there was
dramatic confrontation with the elements: blinding sun and
penetrating darkness, blistering heat and numbing cold, impassioned
hunger and parching thirst. Enough to test anyone's strength of will
and purpose.
And yet, most of us have trials, some of us very severe ones. Some
of us have been broken by them; our lives / our loves / our dreams /
our fortunes (whatever they’re worth) / our health, sometimes end up in
a shambles. Some of us have come out of these trials stronger, healed,
eager to offer what we’ve learned from these experiences with others.
These kinds of experiences, indeed can open us to a new horizon.
Others of us have become stuck. Unable to move beyond our hurt
and our pain / our bitterness / our isolation / our loneliness /our
resentments / our rage / our cynicism / our hopelessness. Many of us
in American society today seek refuge in alcohol or drugs or pills or
shopping or sex or endless/mindless/boring TV watching or MP3
headphones stuck in our ears or a hundred other distractions that do
not ultimately satisfy.
I write because I had the power-laden experience of being led into
the desert to realize my own frailty as a man and as a priest. I write
because to my astonishment, I have been faithful to God in the midst
of terrifying darkness and my God was faithful to me -- even though
my priesthood and my life have not turned out as I planned. I see that
my dark and sometimes terrible journey has had a positive dimension
all along. I have been impelled (driven?) onto the barren desert
landscape of my soul to face up to all my failure. In the midst of the
pain, which, I was told by others, was quite immense, I somehow did
not lose faith. I didn’t lose faith in God, in his Christ, who is my
Redeemer and Healer and Friend. Indeed he was my consolation in
the midst of my lack of peace. Nor did I lose faith in the gift of the
priesthood which still surged within me very powerfully and came to
consciousness nearly a dozen times every day that I was in that dark
and terrible pit, even while on leave.
I know what brokenness feels like. It’s not pretty. In carrying the
cross and stigma (stigmata?) of mental illness and other inconvenient
truths, I have been rejected by friends and family. I have suffered the
same indignities of every person who does not fit the mold of a
“successful” person in our society. I have learned the lesson the new
age thinker Echart Tolle teaches so powerfully: that being is more
important than doing.
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Thus, I have found the treasure buried within! I am whole in my
brokenness! I am strong in my fragility! What a riddle? What a
paradox! (What a joy!) The treasure is, as Tolle and Jesus say, is
Awareness. I am aware that all of us are broken and fragile! The
enlightened among us are the ones who know it! And that leads to a
whole new way of living beyond power and prestige and possessions.
I have been driven three times into the desert throughout my
priesthood. Or perhaps one might use the image of St. John of the
Cross – the dark night of the soul. The first one lasted for about seven
years, from 1978 till 1985 as my priestly ministry ended in a shambles,
and continued through a long struggle for recovery. I was struggling
with shame and embarrassment as I white-knuckled surviving
financially entering the work force at age 40.
The second period was the two years I lived in St. Augustine (2006
to 2008) when I suffered from severe depression followed by an
intense manic episode while at the same time struggling with severe
Parkinson’s. During that time, it was my sense that God had
withdrawn from me nearly all external support so that I was driven to
him alone.
The third period has been a short one over the holidays this year
when God placed before me some of my immaturities that he wanted
me to look at and grow out of. This, too, was a grace, because, once
again, God drove me to a still deeper and more mature relationship
with him.
All of these experiences were
experiences of intense psychic pain.
Earlier, I had dulled that pain through
substance abuse. Gradually, I’ve
simply learned to sit with whatever
is facing me. Look at it squarely as
unpleasant it may be. Be patient with
the confusion and bewilderment that
results. Be patient with myself. Trust
that God will work it out if I let him.
I found again and again the
treasure buried within: I ended up
with a rich relationship with Christ. I
discovered God’s fidelity to me in the midst of my fragility. I can assure
you that every person who truly is strong in spirit has to come to grips
with weakness and fragility in their life. Every one of us has a story to
tell of the battle between the forces of darkness and light. That's the
way it is for most of us, for that is the nature of the spiritual quest. We
find God, not in our success or in our strength but in our weakness and
our fragility. We can only find light by going into our darkness. We
can only find the straight path by getting lost.
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Surely this is a paradox, a riddle. Something difficult to
understand, but understand it we must – if we are to be open to God’s
ways.
Jesus himself dealt with fragility and powerlessness. In a world
that glorifies power and might, many of us are scandalized by the
reality that Jesus chose the weakness, the powerlessness of the Cross
instead of fighting.
Why did he “empty himself and take on the condition of
a slave?” (Phil. 2: 3.)
The powerlessness of the Cross actually began three
years before: Jesus was powerless even among the people
in his own town who rejected him. He realized he was
powerless when people stopped their ears and ground their
teeth against him.
And realize that God in heaven is powerless over people as well. If
they closed their hearts to him, he must wait for them to open. He can
invite people to accept his love but he cannot open hearts that are
slammed shut. God leaves us free.
Jesus always placed himself in his Father’s hands, most especially,
in embracing himself the frailty, the weakness, the powerlessness of
the human condition. That is the meaning of the Incarnation. The
Father did not want Jesus to be successful. He wanted him to be
faithful. He wanted him to always show that God is love. He wanted
him to simply love his people, no matter what.
We call this The Paschal Mystery. Like Jesus, we are invited to
embrace our suffering; to accept the ways we die again and again and to
let go of the things we need to die to; and then discover new and Risen
Life – nothing less than our treasure buried within.
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